
this collection is evidence of floriferous liberation. there are more queer 
youth & we’re coming out younger than ever before in the hrstory of 
humanity, of globalization, & here is why you will want these tales of 
lived words to recall, rally, &  recant directly from the poet, non-
binary, beauty truth seeker h / e /r them self.

BONFIRE MADIGAN SHIVE
FOUNDING MEMBER OF TATTLE TALE AND THE ICARUS PROJECT

I see myself within these poems, my longing for 
home, family, friendships, sweethearts—and 
adventures in between. Leonowicz reminds us 
that we are all of these things: the subway stops, 
the bagel shops, rainbow cookie, glittery stoop kid, 
weirdo. We are never too far from home, we are 
everywhere and everyone—even when there is no 
one.

JOVA LYNNE
CO-FOUNDER OF FLEX

These are poems in search of a relationship with queer 
bodies and lives that isn’t only about hope or heartbreak, 
a relationship with the city that isn’t just about creation 
or destruction, and a relationship with an embodied self 
beyond broken posturing or hollow rhetoric.

MATTILDA BERNSTEIN SYCAMORE
AUTHOR OF THE END OF SAN FRANCISCO

In these poems you will find many desires, many hearts, and many games, 
but throughout you will hear a loud, pulsating heart working furiously and 
diligently, bearing witness to the heartache of past and present.
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INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTIST
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I. where 
are your 
feelings?
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the POem that won’t Stop

i have been meaning to get everything together

it’s been on my agenda to attempt…

get myself to free acupuncture, maybe meditation

though the last time was an hour and a half

and i barely had time to not think or move my body

in ways i don’t know how to make myself.

i couldn’t help but laugh at an hour and a half

of mostly dyke instructor speaking measured and soft

about prefects prefects:

don’t steal don’t desire don’t ever hurt anything

if you can help it, as if a whole life of commandments

and unlearning catholic guilt wasn’t enough, dyke

instructor at free queer meditation was reminding me

to feel bad about the stolen shirt i was wearing

and my brain barbed with yearnings that felt infinitely

                      present.
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i just wanted someone to tell me how to shut it off

for a second, to remember to relax and unclench my fists, but

all i heard was:

i killed a spider on accident on the mountain retreat,

i didn’t mean it.

we are always so faced with failure

even in the midst of the warmest intentions, and my own:

self-care, i know, gotta make time

gotta do some magic, tincture together exactly what

i need    maybe some pure vinegarated twig slivers

maybe some lavender pulp and sugared foot

of a clay gnome    and a mapped configuration

of where the stars are at this very moment and

i will understand the universal law of divine

timing and what it has to do with the existence

of what camelia called the terrible fuckhole

that is this moment, and i will understand why

the moment as a concept is so important

in the larger scheme of many terrible fuckholes

and a couple fleeting instances of sweet

clarity woven together and i will know why
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        this is so    and    this is so.

i pulled a card and it told me just what i wanted

to hear: you are doomed and debilitated by it,

but you are functional and you will claw your way

up the well you fell into: a single paragraph

of prescribed direction for everyone

who ever bought this card set; but, hey,

it was like my whole life, ok?

no one i ever knew really gave a little fuck about this

stuff, more so it was of the devil to look to cards

or stars or anything other than the stained glass

representation of a sacred moment in time, the moments

that turn a regular person holy—farm girl to tortured

martyr bound and surrounded by fire—the ones

that tell you how to interact with the world—in basic

fear and distance, because the threat of sin is imminent;

anything could happen when temptation is concerned. yet

another strike against desire.
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everyone keeps asking if i got a therapist yet 

but then i say, well, i still haven’t figured out 

the switch from new york medicaid to california

and there’s the question of where someone 

who fits my criteria would actually practice, 

and then an hour once a week is such an investment 

and i’m just really not looking for a relationship

right now… i think i need to be alone and focus 

on myself.

i would get a massage but then that would

bring up the issue of my bare back to someone

and the conversation of binding and attempting

to rationalize it, like my neck and my shoulders

and back and chest in chronic stiff ache, hurt—

crank, hurt—crank, …. so i don’t get a massage

and stick to sleeping in only certain positions

and rubbing arnica from the dwindling tub

made at my alma mater and my finger pads nightly

pressure-pointing my muscles will have to suffice.

after all, i’m doing this to myself; trying

to be everything at once, to have it all,

cake and eat it, too, etc.
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and through all this, the truth is,

i blew an eyelash off of the knuckle

of my thumb and wished for everything

to be beautiful,   …and then it was.

but, i guess i couldn’t notice, at first

because i was too focused

on how beautiful it could’ve been

were it a different version of this future,

another option on the spreadsheet of

pro’ed and conn’ed potential directions

for my life to go in that i kept making

and unmaking, re-deciding

until i knew everything was right, but broken

nonetheless.

but i know not to speculate on parallel selves,

the possible worlds we could inhabit behind

door #2, the lady instead

of the roaming beast of this new city

all tangled in flowers and dropping oranges

at my feet.
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another strike against desire: do not

question what you can’t know.

shira who feels like a new sister

is getting her masters in speech-language

pathology, nothing too poetic about that.

she had notecards on her bed everywhere

and i laughed when i saw one overturned

asking, what is aspiration? it took her

a minute to catch the joke, having

been unable to think of anything but

to aspirate:        Oh

a plosive release of audible breath, or the

suctioning of something in/up/through/ or out

of itself, as in anything other than wind headed through

your esophagus, which, when you think about it,

is exactly what it feels like to aspire:

hope or wanting—water drawn into

the lungs in a rush, a sinking yet buoyant

weight.
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